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A B S T R A C T
Five different parameterizations of Langmuir turbulence (LT) effect are investigated in a realistic model of the
North Atlantic and Arctic using realistic wave forcing from a global wave hindcast. The parameterizations
mainly apply an enhancement to the turbulence velocity scale, and/or to the entrainment buoyancy flux in the
surface boundary layer. An additional run is also performed with other wave effects to assess the relative im-
portance of Langmuir turbulence, namely the Coriolis-Stokes forcing, Stokes tracer advection and wave-modified
momentum fluxes. The default model (without wave effects) underestimates the mixed layer depth in summer
and overestimates it at high latitudes in the winter. The results show that adding LT mixing reduces shallow
mixed layer depth (MLD) biases, particularly in the subtropics all year-around, and in the Nordic Seas in
summer. There is overall a stronger relative impact on the MLD during winter than during summer. In particular,
the parameterization with the most vigorous LT effect causes winter MLD increases by more than 50% relative to
a control run without Langmuir mixing. On the contrary, the parameterization which assumes LT effects on the
entrainment buoyancy flux and accounts for the Stokes penetration depth is able to enhance the mixing in
summer more than in winter. This parameterization is also distinct from the others because it restrains the LT
mixing in regions of deep MLD biases, so it is the preferred choice for our purpose. The different para-
meterizations do not change the amplitude or phase of the seasonal cycle of heat content but do influence its
long-term trend, which means that the LT can influence the drift of ocean models. The combined impact on
water mass properties from the Coriolis-Stokes force, the Stokes drift tracer advection, and the wave-dependent
momentum fluxes is negligible compared to the effect from the parameterized Langmuir turbulence.
1. Introduction
The interaction between surface waves and ocean circulation is a
complex process which involves a wide range of temporal and spatial
scales, ranging from fast-moving waves to the much slower mean flow.
The influence of wind-driven surface waves on the underlying ocean
circulation and upper-ocean mixing has been recognized to play a cri-
tical role in reducing known systematic biases in climate models as
discussed by Belcher et al. (2012), who argued that turbulent mixing in
the ocean surface boundary layer will be underestimated if the effect of
surface waves is not accounted for. The feedback to the atmosphere is
mostly thermodynamic, and a relatively small temperature bias may
have large consequences for the deep convection in the atmosphere
(Sheldon and Czaja, 2014). The ocean primary production is also
strongly influenced by the thickness of the mixed layer, and therefore
accurate predictions of the mixed layer depth (MLD) are crucial for
biogeochemical modeling.
Neglecting the near-surface effects of whitecapping, the main im-
pact of surface waves on upper-ocean dynamics is broadly believed to
be related to an aggregate drift of water particles known as the Stokes
drift (Stokes, 1847). The interaction between the Stokes drift and the
mean current vorticity forces overturning cell-like structures known as
Langmuir circulation cells (Leibovich, 1983; Thorpe, 2004), which in-
teract with a multitude of small-scale processes in the oceanic boundary
layer to produce a turbulence regime called Langmuir turbulence (LT)
(McWilliams et al., 1997; Ardhuin and Jenkins, 2006; Suzuki and Fox-
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The oceanic momentum balance is affected by an enhanced veering
(compared to Ekman veering) of the currents due to the Coriolis-Stokes
force (Hasselmann, 1971; Weber, 1983) and the advection of tracers by
the Stokes drift (e.g., van den Bremer and Breivik, 2018), as well as by
the interaction of the Stokes shear with the Eulerian advection of mo-
mentum (McWilliams and Restrepo, 1999; Suzuki et al., 2016). The
latter effect is traditionally represented in the form of a so-called vortex
force theory and a modified pressure term, following the asymptotic
theory developed by Craik and Leibovich (1976) to explain Langmuir
circulation. Although potentially important in coastal regions (e.g.,
Uchiyama et al., 2010), the significance of the Craik-Leibovich vortex
force on the large-scale ocean circulation has been questioned on the
basis of the higher-order nature of the terms in the wave phase-aver-
aged momentum equations (Mellor, 2016).
The importance of the inclusion of surface wave effects such as
Langmuir turbulence mixing in general circulation models has been
given more attention recently (Belcher et al., 2012; Fan and Griffies,
2014; Breivik et al., 2015; Noh et al., 2016; Li et al., 2016, 2017).
Downwelling jets associated with Langmuir circulation may penetrate
beyond the Stokes depth (Polton and Belcher, 2007), and can therefore
increase the turbulent mixing down to the base of the surface boundary
layer, enhancing the deepening of MLD (Li et al., 1995; Sullivan et al.,
2007). The downward velocity associated with Langmuir cells sig-
nificantly energizes buoyancy-driven overturning circulations at sub-
mesoscale fronts when they are aligned with the Stokes shear (Suzuki
et al., 2016).
Large eddy simulation (LES) studies of the Langmuir circulation
using the vortex force have shown considerable enhancement of the
turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) in the surface boundary layer (e.g
Skyllingstad and Denbo, 1995; McWilliams et al., 1997; Sullivan et al.,
2007; McWilliams and Fox-Kemper, 2013). In an investigation to
quantify the impact, D’Asaro et al. (2014) found an average increase of
15–20 % in MLD at high latitudes, as well as enhancement of the ver-
tical turbulent kinetic energy (VKE) within the mixed layer by ap-
proximately a factor of two. Using LES solutions of the wave-averaged
equations in a weakly convective, wind driven surface boundary layer,
McWilliams and Sullivan (2000) (hereafter MS00) were the first to
propose a parameterization of the bulk effects of LT in the K-Profile
Parameterization turbulence scheme (KPP) (Large et al., 1994) using
the turbulent Langmuir number
= u vLa [ */ (0)]t s 1/2 (1)
of McWilliams et al. (1997). Here, u* and vs(0) are the water-side fric-
tion velocity and surface Stokes drift, respectively. The turbulent
Langmuir number, Lat, can be understood as a measure of the pro-
duction of the turbulence kinetic energy by current shear relative to the
Stokes drift production (Grant and Belcher, 2009). MS00 themselves
noted that their parameterization lacks an explicit stability dependence,
suggesting that it may not be applicable in realistic applications without
further modifications. To address this limitation, Smyth et al. (2002)
(hereafter Sm02) extended the MS00 formula to include stratification
effects intended to restrain the mixing enhancement under unstable
stratification, i.e. in convective conditions, and to magnify it under
stable stratification.
Harcourt and D’Asaro (2008) reformulated the Langmuir number in
terms of a surface layer averaged value of the Stokes drift instead of its
surface value and have shown it to be successful in capturing the bulk
properties of the VKE in the mixed layer. The surface layer averaged
Langmuir number is given as
= u v vLa [ */( )]SL s SL refs 1/2 (2)
where ⟨vs⟩SL represents the Stokes drift magnitude averaged over a thin
layer near the surface and its thickness is estimated as the top 20% of
the ocean mixed layer (Harcourt and D’Asaro, 2008), and vrefs is the
Stokes drift at a reference level considered to be at the base of the mixed
layer. The averaging over the thin surface layer is introduced to address
the importance of the Stokes decay scale in influencing the structure
and the dynamics of LT. The surface layer-averaged Langmuir number
(2) has recently been shown to yield good results in the LT-induced
mixing enhancement in several studies (Harcourt and D’Asaro, 2008;
Van Roekel et al., 2012; Reichl et al., 2016b; Li et al., 2016).
Takaya et al. (2010) (hereafter Tk10) proposed a refinement of a
prognostic skin SST model by accounting for Langmuir turbulence
mixing under stable conditions using a velocity scale by Grant and
Belcher (2009). Although they did not test it in KPP, they followed the
MS00 approach and proposed the scaling by Grant and Belcher (2009)
as an LT enhancement factor applied to the eddy diffusivity in their SST
model in such way that it neglects the LT effects under large values of
Lat. They have shown it to be successful in enhancing ocean mixing and
reducing the diurnal variability of SST under waves presence.
Van Roekel et al. (2012) (hereafter VR12), using a broadband em-
pirical wave spectrum, introduced Langmuir mixing parameterization
accounting for the misalignment between wind and wave directions,
which is also based on a surface layer-averaged Langmuir number.
Here, we use their adjusted enhancement factor for the conditions
where wind and waves are aligned (Li et al., 2016). In addition, we
adopt the LT enhancement of the boundary layer entrainment by
modifying the bulk Richardson number with a Stokes drift term (Li
et al., 2016).
Li and Fox-Kemper (2017) (hereafter LF17) investigated the LT ef-
fects on the entrainment buoyancy flux in the ocean surface boundary
layer using LES with various combinations of wind, waves and (desta-
bilizing) surface buoyancy flux. It is found that the entrainment is en-
hanced substantially under weakly convective conditions, while the
effects are moderate under strongly convective turbulence. They
therefore proposed an LT enhancement estimate of the scaling of the
entrainment buoyancy flux at the base of the boundary layer, and de-
rived a new expression for the unresolved turbulence shear velocity in
the KPP scheme. Combined with a LaSL-based enhancement factor from
Van Roekel et al. (2012), they have shown that this new modification
has improved the MLD in the southern ocean in their Community Earth
System Model (CESM) model simulations.
There have been recent studies where Langmuir mixing para-
meterizations in KPP have been compared in global climate simula-
tions, for example Fan and Griffies (2014) and Li et al. (2016) using,
respectively, the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) Cli-
mate Model (CM2M) and CESM. Both are coupled with WAVEWATCH
III (Tolman et al., 2002; Tolman and Others, 2009). The ocean com-
ponents for CM2M and CESM are the Modular Ocean Model (MOM4)
and the Parallel Ocean Program (POP2), respectively. Fan and Griffies
(2014) found the MS00 parameterization to cause excessive mixing and
the Sm02 scaling to work best in correcting warm SST and shallow MLD
biases in CM2M. However, Li et al. (2016) found both parameteriza-
tions to induce too much mixing, suggesting that the effect could be
model dependent. This motivated them to test with the parameteriza-
tion from Van Roekel et al. (2012), considering surface-layer averaged
Langmuir number, wind-wave misalignment, as well as boundary layer
entrainment enhancement, finding these to introduce substantial im-
provements in MLD predictions in the southern ocean in the summer.
In this study, we assess the impact of five parameterizations of LT
mixing in the KPP scheme implemented in the HYbrid Coordinate
Ocean Model (HYCOM) (Bleck, 2002), described above as MS00, Sm02,
Tk10, VR12 and LF17 with enhancement factors based on the Langmuir
numbers Lat or LaSL, and in the case of the Sm02 and LF17 para-
meterizations, also the stability. The wave forcing fields are inter-
polated from a WAVEWATCH III global hindcast (Rascle et al., 2008;
Rascle and Ardhuin, 2013).
Langmuir turbulence is considered to be an important wave-related
mixing process (Belcher et al., 2012) in the open ocean. In order to
assess its impact relative to other wave effects we have included one
experiment, CSFSm02, where we add the Coriolis-Stokes force
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(Hasselmann, 1970), the tracer advection by the Stokes drift (Uchiyama
et al., 2010), and the wave-modified stress. The latter is a consequence
of the growth and decay of waves with changing winds because waves
absorb a portion of the wind stress when they grow, and conversely the
momentum flux to the ocean from breaking waves continues after the
wind has died down (Weber, 1983; Janssen, 2012; Breivik et al., 2015).
A regional configuration of HYCOM for the North Atlantic and the
Arctic Ocean is used here, referred to as TOPAZ4 (Sakov et al., 2012),
which is providing both the Arctic forecast and reanalysis products of
the Copernicus Marine Environment Services (CMEMS). We will try to
reconcile the results from previous comparison studies and suggest a
practical operational implementation able to improve the TOPAZ4
forecast and reanalysis services for CMEMS. To our knowledge this
study is the first time these parameterizations have been compared in a
realistic basin-scale ocean model.
As will be shown, we find improvements in the reduction of the
warm SST and shallow MLD biases with Langmuir mixing in the sub-
tropical summer with Sm02, VR12 and LF17 parameterizations.
However, the Sm02 and VR12 scalings appear to degrade the winter-
time MLD leading to increased root-mean-square errors (RMSE) at high
latitudes. The Tk10 scaling is also found to reduce MLD and SST biases,
however it appears to introduce an excessive mixing that causes too
high heat content and MLD deepening. In agreement with the findings
by Fan and Griffies (2014) and Li et al. (2016) we also find the para-
meterization by MS00 to introduce the most vigorous mixing. The
control run without LT effects yields a too deep mixed layer at mid/high
latitudes and underpredicted SSTs in the middle of the North Atlantic.
These biases (in the control run) are found to be exacerbated when
adding Langmuir mixing, particularly with the parameterization of
MS00. In agreement with the finding by Li and Fox-Kemper (2017), the
LT-enhanced unresolved shear with the LF17 approach is found to re-
strain the MLD deepening induced by VR12 parameterization in which
the Stokes drift term vs(0)2 is added to the denominator of the bulk
Richardson number. Furthermore, the mixing enhancement with the
surface layer averaged Langmuir number used in LF17 is shown to re-
duce the LT effects in regions that already overestimate the winter
MLD, while it increases it during summer. Among the LT para-
meterizations considered here, the LF17 scheme is found to reduce the
summer MLD RMSEs the most. It also performs as good as the control
run during winter.
This paper is organized as follows. A description of the methodology
is given in Section 2, where the wave-averaged equations, the Stokes
drift profile approximation, and the parameterization of the Langmuir
turbulence mixing are outlined. In Section 3, the results of in total seven
experiments, as well as a comparison against observations, are pre-
sented, with a focus on the influence on ocean temperature, total heat
content and mixed layer depth. The results are discussed and sum-
marized in Section 4.
2. Methodology
In the present study, HYCOM is configured for a domain covering
the North Atlantic and Arctic Oceans ranging from 10 km and 16 km
horizontal resolution (from 1/6 to 1/8°) and forced with wind fields
from the ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011) of the European
Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). There are 50
hybrid vertical layers, of which 10 are fixed z layers covering ap-
proximately the upper 20 m. The model setup is similar to Sakov et al.
(2012) except that data assimilation is not included, and the vertical
resolution has been increased from 28 to 50 hybrid layers. In addition,
the thickness of the top layer is set to 1m rather than 3 m, which is
important, in particular for the Coriolis-Stokes force and the Stokes
tracer advection, since the Stokes drift decays rapidly with depth. At the
lateral boundary the model variables are relaxed towards the corre-
sponding monthly climatology using relaxation zones of width
equivalent to 20 grid cells. In addition a barotropic inflow is imposed
through the Bering Strait to account for the inflow of Pacific Water.
This, however, is balanced by an equivalent outflow at the southern
open boundary. The thermodynamics fluxes are determined following
Drange and Simonsen (1996), and to better represent the diurnal cycle,
the estimation of the short wave radiation is updated every three hours.
The integrated wave parameters are computed from the full wave
spectrum, where the wave effects on sea ice are neglected. The wind
forcings used in the wave hindcast are from a combination of ECMWF
operational analyses and the Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (Saha
et al., 2010). The Stokes drift profile is reconstructed based on the
Phillips spectrum approximation, following Breivik et al. (2016) and Li
et al. (2017).
Here a brief description of the wave-averaged equations and the
Langmuir turbulence mixing parameterizations in the KPP scheme are
given. At the end of this section, the Stokes drift profile approximation
is presented, as well as a description of the experimental setup and the
observations used for model validation.
2.1. Wave terms in the mean flow equations
The Stokes drift (Stokes, 1847) is defined as the difference between
the mean Eulerian velocity at a fixed point (u,w) and the mean La-
grangian velocity (uL,wl) of a particle subjected to an orbital motion
(Andrews and Mcintyre, 1978; van den Bremer and Breivik, 2018), and
given by the relation
= +w w Wu u U( , ) ( , ) ( , ) .L l s s (3)
The implementation of the wave-averaged equations in HYCOM, fol-
lowing the vortex force formalism based on the generalized Lagrangian
mean (GLM, (see Andrews and Mcintyre, 1978; Ardhuin et al., 2008))
approach, is reported by Rogers and Wallcraft (2013). The GLM equa-
tions of Ardhuin et al. (2008), are also presented more explicitly in
Bennis et al. (2011). In an Eulerian frame of reference, and using the
asymptotic theory in which the relation (3) is valid, the wave-averaged
equations (Craik and Leibovich, 1976; McWilliams and Restrepo, 1999;
McWilliams et al., 2004; Uchiyama et al., 2010), are
+ + + = +
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where ∇h is the horizontal differential operator, and (Us ≡ (Us,Vs),Ws)
and (u≡ (u,v),w) represent the 3D Stokes and mean Eulerian velocities,
respectively. The water density is represented by ρ and the hydrostatic
pressure as p. The terms (Fm,x,Fm,y) represent the non-wave source of
momentum diffusion and mixing effects, J denotes Bernoulli head, and
(Fw,x,Fw,y) is the wave-induced non-conservative force due to for ex-
ample wave breaking or dissipation due to ocean bottom friction. The
vortex force, including the Coriolis-Stokes force ×f z U^ s, is given by the
first two terms on the right hand side in Eq. (4).
At the surface the boundary condition is modified by the presence of
surface waves which reduce the momentum injected to the ocean when
they grow, and conversely release momentum when they break and
dissipate. Therefore the wind stress τa is modified by subtracting the
part absorbed by wave generation or the atmospheric-to-wave mo-
mentum flux τaw. At the same time, the wave-to-ocean momentum flux
τwo due to wave breaking is added as an additional stress. Hence the
ocean-side stress τoc, following Jenkins (1989), Weber et al. (2006) and
Janssen (2012), is expressed as
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here Sin is the wind input source function, Sdiss is the wave dissipation
source term, k is the wave number, ω the angular wave frequency and θ
is the wave direction. The transport equation for a tracer C, with Stokes
advection U( )s h , is given in the form (Uchiyama et al., 2010)
+ + =
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where (ν,νz) are the horizontal and vertical turbulent diffusion coeffi-
cients, respectively. As the main focus of this study is the Langmuir
mixing, we only include the Coriolis-Stokes force, the Stokes tracer
advection and the wave-dependent stress in one experiment (CSFSm02)
to assess the importance of these effects relative to the impact of
Langmuir turbulence.
General ocean circulation models are mainly assumed hydrostatic
typically with (10 km) horizontal grid resolution, while turbulence
mixing is due to non-hydrostatic processes of (1 m) scales. These small
scale-processes must thus be parameterized with turbulence closure
schemes. An essential goal of these schemes is to produce accurate and
efficient parameterizations of the vertical mixing in large-scale circu-
lation models. An example of such turbulence schemes is the non-local
K-profile parameterization (KPP) (Large et al., 1994), which provides a
reasonable compromise between computational efficiency and resol-
ving boundary layer physics. Here, a number of LES-based para-
meterizations proposed to capture the sub-grid scale effects of the
Langmuir turbulence in KPP are investigated.
2.2. Langmuir mixing parameterization in KPP
In the KPP scheme (Large et al., 1994), the parameterization of the
turbulent fluxes requires splitting the water column into two regions,
the surface boundary layer and the ocean interior, each of which has a
distinct mixing regime. The ocean surface boundary layer depth (not
MLD) is defined as the shallowest depth h(t) at which the bulk Ri-
chardson number Rib(z) reaches a critical number Ric (here considered
to be 0.3), where Rib(z) is defined as
=
+
z B B z z
z V zu u
Ri ( ) ( ( ))| |






Here Vt represents the unresolved turbulent velocity shear, while Br is
the buoyancy and ur the velocity, both averaged over a thin surface
layer. Large et al. (1994) define the MLD as the shallowest depth at
which the buoyancy gradient exceeds a threshold, and thus their MLD
in most cases is smaller than the boundary layer depth h. The un-
resolved turbulence shear is parameterized (Large et al., 1994) by the
relation
=V z C N z w z
c










where = ×C Nmax(2.1 200.0 max(0, ), 1.7)v (Danabasoglu et al.,
2006), ws is the turbulence velocity scale for scalar properties, N(z) is
the local buoyancy frequency, κ=0.4 is the von Kármán constant, and
cs= 98.96 and ϵ=0.1. The parameter βT represents the ratio of the
entrainment buoyancy flux w be at the base of the boundary layer to
the surface buoyancy flux which is considered to be approximately a
constant (here βT=−0.2) under pure convection (Large et al., 1994).
The turbulent flux of a property X is parameterized by
=x w K X
z
,x x (10)
here γx represents a non-local transport (Large et al., 1994), which is
assumed to be non-zero only for scalar variables in unstable regimes.
Within the surface boundary layer, 0< |z|< h, the turbulent eddy
diffusivity/viscosity is parameterized as
=K z t h t w z h t G z h( , ) ( ) ( / , ) ( / ) ,x x (11)
where G is a smooth shape function assumed to be a cubic polynomial,
and the subscript x refers to a scalar or momentum property. The tur-
bulence velocity scale is given as wx= κu*/ϕ, where u* is the friction
velocity and ϕ is the stability function defined by Large et al. (1994).
With the aid of LES simulatins of the wave averaged equations,
McWilliams and Sullivan (2000) proposed a parameterization of the
bulk effects of LT mixing in KPP by applying an enhancement factor
(La )t to the turbulence velocity scale within the surface boundary
layer as
=w u* (La ) .x t (12)
Which means that the LT enhancement factor is applied to the velocity
scale for both scalar and momentum quantities, enhancing both the
unresolved shear and the eddy diffusivity. The enhancement factor
proposed by McWilliams and Sullivan (2000) has the form







where Cw and α are assumed positive constants. In cases with small
turbulent Langmuir numbers, the turbulence velocities become pro-
portional to the surface Stokes drift, and in the limit of Lat →∞, the
enhancement factor becomes unity, meaning that the TKE production is
dominated by current shear production. In addition to amplifying the
mixing, the enhanced turbulence velocity scale will also deepen the
boundary layer h through increasing the unresolved shear velocity in
the denominator of the bulk Richardson number (8). McWilliams et al.
(2014) also suggest that the expression for Vt2 should include the effects
of the unresolved LT on the boundary layer thickness. In the default
KPP implementation in HYCOM, the mixing coefficients at the
boundary layer depth h are matched with those of the interior. Thus,
the mixing in the interior can influence the mixing within h.
In the following subsections, we look at the choice of the en-
hancement factor suggested for each of the five LT parameterizations
considered in this study.
2.2.1. McWilliams and Sullivan (2000) parameterization (MS00)
From their LES experiments of the wave-averaged equation on a
weakly convective, quasi-equilibrium turbulent state, MS00 proposed
an enhancement factor in the form







which they found to give better agreement with their LES results. Their
LES model was forced by a uniform wind stress and monochromatic
surface waves. However, MS00 admitted that their definition lacks an
explicit stability dependency on the convective forcing, suggesting that
their proposed generalization of the KPP model may not be applicable
in a full range of realistic oceanic conditions without further mod-
ifications.
2.2.2. Smyth et al. (2002) parameterization (Sm02)
Based on analyses of LES experiments and observational data of
strongly stable (daytime warming) and strongly unstable (nocturnal
cooling) forcing conditions, Smyth et al. (2002) proposed an extension
to the MS00 scaling incorporating a dependence on the convective
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velocity scale, w*= (−Bfh)1/3, where Bf is the surface buoyancy flux.
The proposed modification makes Cw, which was assigned a constant
value of 0.08 in MS00’s formulation, a function of w* and the friction
velocity, u*, such that the influence of the Langmuir mixing is restrained
under destabilizing surface forcing (Bf < 0) and is enhanced under
stabilizing conditions (Bf > 0). The extended formulation, therefore,
takes the form













3 3 ensures that the enhancement is
prevented from attaining unreasonably high levels in strongly con-
vective conditions. In addition, Smyth et al. (2002) proposed non-local
momentum fluxes, however these are not considered here (following
Large et al. (1994) as well as Fan and Griffies (2014)).
2.2.3. Takaya et al. (2010) parameterization (Tk10)
Takaya et al. (2010) modified a prognostic skin SST scheme devel-
oped by Zeng and Beljaars (2005) to include a surface wave-depen-
dence under stable (surface warming) forcing conditions, in which the
standard scheme has been found to overestimate the surface tempera-
ture. Whereas the original scheme parameterized the thermal diffu-
sivity in terms of classical Monin-Obukhov similarity theory, the Tk10
modification adds an Lat-dependent enhancement factor to the diffu-
sivity formula as
=(La ) max (1, La ) .t t 2/3 (16)
Here, the Langmuir enhancement function (La )t is defined so that it
does not affect the mixing for large Lat, and is made to fit with the
Langmuir turbulence velocity scaling by Grant and Belcher (2009).
Tk10 found that including the impact of Langmuir turbulence (in terms
of increased mixing) improved the model's representation of the diurnal
SST variability.
Although not originally designed to parameterize Langmuir turbu-
lence in the KPP mixing scheme, the LT enhancement function of Tk10
has been implemented in the HYCOM version of KPP in an equivalent
manner to the previously described parameterizations, i.e. as a multi-
plicative enhancement factor for the unresolved turbulent vertical ve-
locity, wx.
2.2.4. Van Roekel et al. (2012) parameterization (VR12)
The parameterization by Van Roekel et al. (2012) takes into account
a possible mismatch in the direction between waves and the wind
(neglected in this work), and has been tested in global simulations by Li
et al. (2016). It was found to show the optimal MLD improvement when
combined with an enhancement of the boundary layer entrainment,
specially in the Southern Ocean. Assuming that wind and waves are
aligned and hence the definition of Lat as a function of only u* and
vs(0), the enhancement factor (Van Roekel et al., 2012; Li et al., 2016)
used in this study takes the from
= + +(La ) [1 (3.1La ) (5.4La ) ] .t t 2 t 4
1
2 (17)
Modification of the parameterization of the boundary layer in KPP
following Li et al. (2016) proposes an enhancement of the entrainment
at the base of the surface boundary layer by adding the Stokes speed
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This entrainment enhancement is combined with the Van Roekel et al.
(2012) scaling (17) and simply referred to as VR12 (see Table 1).
However, to avoid double counting, it should be noted that the LT
enhancement factor Eq. (17) is not applied to the velocity scale ws
appearing in the expression for the unresolved shear Eq. (9). The en-
hancement of the boundary layer entrainment by Langmuir turbulence
is found to elevate the deepening effects of the VR12 parameterization
(Li et al., 2016).
2.2.5. Li and Fox-Kemper (2017) parameterization (LF17)
Motivated by the work of Li et al. (2016), with respect to para-
meterization of the LT influence on the boundary layer entrainment, Li
and Fox-Kemper (2017) proposed a scaling to the entrainment buoy-
ancy flux w b e to account for the effect of LT under a destabilizing
surface buoyancy flux. In the derivation leading to the expression (9)
for the unresolved shear in the default KPP, the entrainment buoyancy
flux is parameterized using the empirical relation =w b Be T f under
pure convection (Large et al., 1994). To account for the Langmuir
turbulence effects, Li and Fox-Kemper (2017) proposed that the en-
trainment buoyancy flux, under unstable conditions, scales as




0.17 0.083La 0.15 ,e3 SL
2
(19)
where L= u*3/(κBf) is the Monin-Obukhov length. For the constants
appearing in the right hand side, see Li and Fox-Kemper (2017), their
Fig. 8b and Eq. (21) (also suggested through personal communication
with the authors). Then the unresolved shear given in Eq. (9) is re-
derived (Li and Fox-Kemper, 2017) to incorporate the new LT-enhanced
entrainment buoyancy flux (19) as:
=V z C N z w z z w b h
w z










Note that this modified turbulent shear by Li and Fox-Kemper (2017) is
applied only under destabilizing surface buoyancy flux, because this is
the regime in which their LES simulations were conducted. Under
neutral and stabilizing regimes, we apply the default unresolved tur-
bulence shear given in Eq. (9). As illustrated by Li and Fox-Kemper
(2017), the modified unresolved turbulence shear velocity VtL2 will
make the diagnosed surface boundary layer slightly shallower in the
convection limit, as VtL2 becomes slightly smaller than the default Vt2.
However, it will have deepening effects in the weak surface cooling
limit, see Li and Fox-Kemper (2017), p 2877. This means that the
deepening effect will be constrained under pure convection conditions
(dominant winter conditions for example in the Labrador sea), while it
will be enhanced under weak surface cooling and in the presence of
wind and waves.
Table 1
The six experiments of the LT mixing enhancement that have been considered
in this study. The second column refers to both the corresponding scaling and
numerical experiment. The surface Stokes drift square added to Vt2 in VR12 is
for the Lagrangian shear. Note that, to avoid double counting of the LT effects,
the enhancement factor of VR12&LF17 is not applied to the velocity scale which
appears in the expression for the unresolved shear. The control run (Cntl) is the
case without including wave effects.
Parameterization Exp. Enhancement factor Unresolved shear
Large et al. (1994) Cntl 1 Vt2
McWilliams and
Sullivan (2000)
MS00 +1 0.080Lat 4 Vt
2






*3 0.6 *3 t
4
Vt2
Takaya et al. (2010) Tk10 max(1, La )t 2/3 Vt
2
Van Roekel et al.
(2012)




LF17 + +1 (1.5La ) (5.4La )SL 2 SL 4 VtL
2 2
1 See Eq. (18)
2 See Eq. (20)
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In experiment LF17, in addition to including LT effects in the en-
trainment buoyancy flux in Eq. (19), and hence adopting the modified
unresolved shear in Eq. (20), the LaSL-based enhancement factor (Van
Roekel et al., 2012; Li et al., 2016)
= + +(La ) [1 (1.5La ) (5.4La ) ]SL SL 2 SL 4
1
2 (21)
is applied to the velocity scale wx of the turbulence eddy diffusivity in
Eq. (11). It is assumed that the LT affects both the entrainment buoy-
ancy flux and the eddy diffusivity. However, to avoid double counting,
it should be noted that the LT enhancement factor (21) is not applied to
the velocity scale appearing in the expression for the unresolved shear
(20). Note also that here the Stokes drift term is not added in the de-
nominator of the bulk Richardson number (see Table 1).
2.3. Estimating the Stokes drift velocity profile
In deep water, the Stokes drift velocity profile is computed from the
two-dimensional wave spectrum E(ω,θ) as
=z
g






where θ is the direction in which the wave component is propagating
(clockwise from north), ω is the angular frequency and,
=k̂ (sin( ), cos( )) is a unit vector in the direction of the wave com-
ponent. This is a costly operation to perform for all model points, and
often, as in this study, the full wave spectrum is not available.
Therefore, we use an approximate profile based on the parametric
spectrum by Phillips (1958). Integrating over all directions, the one-
dimensional frequency spectrum reads




Substituting Eq. (23) in Eq. (22) and using the Phillips spectrum
(Phillips, 1958), an approximate profile of the Stokes drift speed
vs = |Us| can be obtained, by integrating for all frequencies (Breivik
et al., 2016), in the form
=v z v k z kz( ) (0)[e 2 ¯ erfc ( 2 ¯ )],kzs s 2 ¯ (24)
where erfc is the complementary error function. The inverse depth scale
can be estimated from the surface Stokes drift and the Stokes transport
[see Eq. (23) by Breivik et al. (2016)], =k v V¯ ( (0)/2 )(1 2 /3)s , where
β is a constant, and, as suggested by Breivik et al. (2016), it is generally
close to unity, which is what we assume in this study. The Stokes
transport can be estimated from the mean wave frequency f̄ , the mean
wave direction and the significant wave height Hm0,
= f HV k(2 /16) ¯ ^m s02 (Breivik et al., 2014). However, in this study the
surface Stokes drift and Stokes transport are interpolated from the
WAVEWATCH III hindcast, computed directly from the full wave en-
ergy spectrum. These two parameters will be enough to reconstruct the
profile (24). However, averaging over the instantaneous hybrid co-
ordinate is required in HYCOM, therefore in order to reconstruct the
layer-averaged profile, we use the integrated form of Eq. (24) that re-
presents the Stokes transport between a level z and the surface, given in
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Thus the Stokes drift averaged on a layer with upper interface at ztop
and lower interface at zbot is estimated as
=v
V z V z
z z
( ) ( )
| | | |
.s bot top
bot top (26)
where again β=1. Using 2D parameters from the WAVEWATCH III
hindcast as input to HYCOM, i.e, the surface Stokes drift velocities and
the Stokes transport, the layer-averaged profile is computed online
using the depths of the pressure interfaces. The direction of Stokes drift
is chosen to be in the direction of the Stokes transport and assumed to
be constant with depth. The reconstructed and layer-averaged Stokes
profile in HYCOM has been verified by computing its transport and
comparing it against the corresponding Stokes transport from WAVE-
WATCH III, a very good agreement is found. Therefore the wave mo-
mentum is conserved in the layer-averaged reconstruction.
We use the surface layer averaged Stokes drift ⟨vs⟩SL, Eq. (26), to
compute LaSL. Because of the large depth of the mixed layer (here the
surface boundary layer) in this study, the impact of the reference Stokes
drift vrefs is negligible and is therefore taken to be zero, similar to the
approach by Li et al. (2016) and Reichl et al. (2016a).
2.4. Experimental setup
The model has been initialized from a climatology of the World
Ocean Atlas of 2005 (Locarnini et al., 2006; Antonov et al., 2006), and
spun up for 8 years from which the first two years are forced with cli-
matology and the rest with realistic forcing. The atmospheric forcing is
interpolated from six-hourly fluxes from ERA-Interim, with grid re-
solution of approximately 79 km (Dee et al., 2011). The wave para-
meters cover the world oceans to 80°N with three-hourly temporal re-
solution which has been linearly interpolated at every model time step
(800 s). The spatial resolution of the wave parameters is 1/2°, which is
interpolated to the TOPAZ4 grid. All experiments are integrated for
3 years covering the period 2010–2012.
The comparison of the impact of the parameterized Langmuir tur-
bulence mixing is performed using six experiments presented in
Table 1, where column 2 represents the experiment name, as well as it
refers to the corresponding parameterization, and the third column
shows the enhancement factor (see also Fig. 1). In addition, a separate
experiment (CSFSm02) is conducted where the parameterization of the
LT of Smyth et al. (2002) is combined with the Coriolis-Stokes force,
Stokes tracer advection and the wave-modified stress. It should be
noted that the enhancement factor (La )t in the case of the first four
parameterizations (MS00, Sm02, Tk10) is also applied to the velocity
scale ws of the unresolved shear in shown in Eq. (9). However, this is
not the case for the last two parameterization VR12 and LF17, where
the unresolved shear is enhanced either by the addition of Stokes term
in denominator of Rib or by an enhanced entrainment buoyancy flux as
in Eq. (20).
To investigate the performance of the different Langmuir turbulence
parameterizations on different geographical regions, we split the do-
main into three sub-regions as shown in Fig. 2: “Nordic” covering
Nordic seas, “SubPlg” covering the Sub-polar gyre region and “SubTrp”
covering the rest of the North Atlantic (south of 50°N), while the whole
domain will be referred to as “WholeD”.
2.5. Validation data
In order to assess the wave effects on the surface temperature, we
use SST from the Operational Sea Surface Temperature and Sea Ice
Analysis (OSTIA) dataset from the MetOffice (Donlon et al., 2012),
representing globally interpolated data on 24-h temporal resolution. It
has been obtained from the CMEMS server1, and interpolated to the
model domain (see Fig. 2 (II)).
The MLD Climatology data used here comes from de Boyer
Montégut et al. (2004) updated to include Argo float data to 2012
(Rodgers et al., 2014) (gridded in 1°), its winter and summer means
(interpolated to the model domain) are plotted in Fig. 2 (I). In this data
set the MLD has been diagnosed using the density profile criterion,
defined as the depth at which the potential density differs from its
1 http://marine.copernicus.eu
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surface value by a fixed threshold of 0.03 kgm−3. We use the same
density criterion to calculate the MLD fields from daily mean profiles,
then the monthly mean MLD fields are obtained by averaging the daily
mean MLD fields.
The heat content estimates are computed following Skagseth and
Mork (2012),
= c T T zHC ( ) d ,p H0
0
ref (27)
where HC is the heat content, cp the specific heat capacity of sea water,
ρ0 a reference density and H the depth. In our study, the reference
temperature (Tref) is zero degrees Celsius as suggested by Skagseth and
Mork (2012). Heat content estimates from the model runs (monthly
averages) are compared to those estimated from the monthly gridded
(1/2° grid) Coriolis Ocean Dataset for Reanalysis (CORA) temperature
dataset (Cabanes et al., 2013). The CORA dataset is a collection of
quality controlled temperature and salinity in-situ measurements col-
lected from different sources and provided by the Coriolis data center
and distributed by CMEMS (Szekely et al., 2016). The raw data received
by the Coriolis data center from different sources are put through a set
(I) Time series of the Langmuir number and the corresponding enhancement factor.


















(II) The enhancement factor as a function of Langmuir number at location B.













Fig. 1. Panel (I) shows the daily averaged time series of (top) the Langmuir number from locations (A,B,C) (see Fig. 2) and (bottom) the corresponding enhancement
factor at the test point B. Panel (II) illustrates the enhancement factor as a function of the Langmuir number. Lat-A in the legend means Lat from location A and so on
for others, and Lax refers to Lat or LaSL in the case of LF17 (VR12-SL, blue line). The enhancement factors by MS00, Sm02, Tk10, VR12 and VR12-SL(or LF17) are
plotted using, respectively, Eqs. (14), (15), (16), (17) and (21). Note that the enhancement factor for Sm02 (black curve) is plotted with a constant convective
velocity. The MS00 enhancement factor has much higher mean and variance than the other parameterizations.
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(I) MLD mean; (left) winter and (right) summer from (a,b) climatology and (c,d) Cntl run
(II) SST mean; (left) winter and (right) summer from (a,b) OSTIA and (c,d) Cntl run
(caption on next page)
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of real or near-real time quality control procedures to ensure a con-
sistent dataset (Coatanoan and de la Villeon, 2005).
To investigate the influence of Langmuir turbulence on the sub-
surface structure, the temperature profiles are compared with ob-
servations from the EN4 dataset (Good et al., 2013). The EN4 dataset is
a large historical collection of quality controlled ocean temperature and
salinity profiles. The comparison is performed by first interpolating the
model daily-averaged fields horizontally to the location of the observed
temperature profiles, and vertically to z-levels where the observed
profiles have been sampled. The horizontal interpolation is performed
using a bilinear technique. Then the interpolated daily-averaged profile
is directly compared with the corresponding instantaneous EN4 profile,
therefore no temporal averaging of the observations has been per-
formed.
In this paper, the winter and summer means are computed, re-
spectively, over January–March(JFM) and July–September(JAS), both
means are from a three-year model average. All the observations of SST,
MLD, heat content and temperature profiles are absolute values, not
anomalies relative to a given period. This also applies to their model
counterparts.
3. Simulation results
It is expected that the parameterized Langmuir turbulence enhances
upper ocean mixing, potentially reducing ocean model biases in regions
and seasons in which the MLD is underestimated. Here we assess the
impact of LT parameterizations as well as the other wave effects de-
scribed in Section 2 on the forecast model TOPAZ4. The operational
version of the TOPAZ4 system2 overestimates the winter MLD and
underestimates it in spring and early summer by about 40m. This be-
havior is relatively common in ocean models, (e.g., Griffies et al., 2009;
Sallée et al., 2013; Williams et al., 2018). A synthesis of ocean re-
analyses in the Arctic (Uotila et al., 2018) has shown that models
generally overestimate deep mixing in winter and vice-versa in
summer.
The forecast SST is already too cold all year round when compared
to in situ buoys (by about 0.3 K) and satellite SST (by about 0.1 K), so
the wave mixing is probably not the main source of error in the 28-layer
configuration of TOPAZ4. In the 50-layer configuration used here
(without wave effects), as will be shown, the MLD is underestimated in
the rest of the domain (area south of 50°N; referred to as SubTrp) all
year-round but still too deep in winter in the Nordic and sub-polar gyre
(SubPlg) areas. The SST is also overestimated in subtropics in all sea-
sons, but underestimated in winter in the areas Nordic and SubPlg. So
even though some LT parameterizations should in principle degrade the
solutions in the SubPlg and Nordic areas, there is room for improve-
ment in the SubTrp region further south.
To assess the parameterizations of Langmuir turbulence in our 50-
layer setup of TOPAZ4, we focus mainly on the effects on the sea sur-
face temperature, the ocean heat content and mixed layer depth by
running six experiments (see Table 1) and comparing the results against
independent observations. Additionally a test is performed using the
experiment CSFSm02.
Some examples of the range of the Langmuir number used here are
shown by the daily mean time series at the locations (A,B,C) plotted in
Fig. 1, along with the enhancement factors plotted against the Langmuir
number. As can be seen, MS00 induces the strongest enhancement
factor with the highest mean and variation, followed by Tk10, Sm02,
and VR12, while the LaSL-dependent enhancement factor (21) used in
LF17 induced a seasonal variability in which the LT mixing is enhanced
during summer and reduced during winter. The seasonality of the en-
hancement factor (21) is due to LaSL which, as a result of the significant
difference between the summer and winter boundary layer thickness,
becomes small (strong wave effects) during summer and large during
winter. Fig. 1 (II) illustrates how the magnitude of enhancement factors
varies when plotted against Lat, while the blue curve represents the
enhancement factor (21) plotted against LaSL. As also seen, LaSL shows a
larger seasonal variability than Lat.
3.1. Influence on mixed layer depth
To examine and validate the impact from each of the different
parameterizations, the model MLD is compared with the climatology
data of de Boyer Montégut et al. (2004), updated to include Argo data
to 2012 (Rodgers et al., 2014), where the modeled MLD is diagnosed
using the same density criterion as used for the climatology. The winter
(JFM) and summer (JAS) means of MLD from both the climatology and
model control run Cntl (with no wave effects) are plotted against each
other in Fig. 2 (I).
Moreover, maps of the mean MLD bias against observation, for
winter and summer averages, computed for the six experiments
(Table 1) are shown in Fig. 3. This figure indicates that the MLD in the
Cntl run is shallower than observations almost everywhere in summer
(Fig. 3 (ii))a, whereas in winter too deep MLD can be observed around
the Labrador and Nordic seas, as well as shallower MLD in the sub-
tropics (Fig. 3 (i)a). Similar to the results obtained by Fan and Griffies
(2014), and as shown in Fig. 3 (i)b&c, the predicted MLD is significantly
degraded with the MS00 scheme in the Labrador sea region, and to a
lesser extent with Sm02, (see Fig. 4 in Fan and Griffies (2014)).
The shallow MLD biases can be seen to be reduced when adding the
Langmuir mixing effects as given in Fig. 3 (ii)(c,d,e,f). Notably, the
parameterizations from Sm02 (Smyth et al., 2002) and Tk10 (Takaya
et al., 2010), as well as VR12 (Li et al. (2016)) yield reductions in
summer biases at high latitudes and in the subtropics (Figs. 3 (ii) and
4(I)). These improvements are reflected by reduced MLD root-mean-
square errors (RMSE) as shown Fig. 5 (I)). In winter, however, the
parameterized LT effects appear to introduce too strong mixing, as a
consequence, the MLD prediction in the Labrador and Nordic seas is
degraded. In addition, many shallow biases become deep biases, in
particular when using the MS00 scaling (Fig. 3 (i)b).
The percentage increase on MLD due to LT mixing is shown in
Fig. 6. The distribution of the zonal-mean MLD bias given in Fig. 4 (I)
(computed from Fig. 3) shows that the LT parameterizations by MS00,
Sm02, Tk10 and VR12 exhibit a strong MLD deepening during winter at
high latitudes, and hence the RMSEs are increased as shown in Fig. 5
(I). These results may not be surprising as these four LT para-
meterizations are based on Lat and generally give the strongest en-
hancement as shown in the middle panel in Fig. 1. As seen from this
figure, the LaSL-based enhancement factor (21) has lower values during
winter.
On the contrary, the LF17 scheme, which adds the enhanced en-
trainment buoyancy flux and adopts the surface layer averaged
Langmuir number LaSL, appears to be the only scheme which introduces
stronger MLD deepening in summer than in winter (see Fig. 6), and
therefore leading to improvements on MLD during both summer winter
without exaggerating the existing deep biases (Fig. 5 (I)).
Fig. 2. Maps of (I) MLD and (II) SST from (a,b) observations and (c,d) model run with no wave effects, where (left) represents winter mean and (right) summer mean.
Observations for MLD represent the climatology of de Boyer Montégut et al. (2004) updated to include Argo profiles to 2012, and for SST are from the OSTIA dataset
(Donlon et al., 2012). The subregions in panel (II)d are simply denoted as Nordic, SubPlg and SubTrp, these mainly cover regions of Nordic seas, Sub-Polar gyre and
Sub-Tropics (rest of the domain south of 50°N), respectively, while the whole domain is referred to as WholeD. The color scales for MLD (SST) are meter (° Celsius).
The locations marked with A,B,C are used for the plot in Fig. 1.
2 See http://marine.copernicus.eu and the validation report therein.




Fig. 3. Maps of the bias in the (i) winter and (ii) summer mean mixed layer depth against climatology of de Boyer Montégut et al. (2004) updated to include Argo
data to 2012. The bias is computed as (Model MLD - Clim MLD) for the experiments (a) Cntl (without wave effects), (b) MS00 (McWilliams and Sullivan, 2000), (c)
Sm02 (Smyth et al., 2002), (d) Tk10 (Takaya et al., 2010), (e) VR12 (Van Roekel et al., 2012) and (f) LF17 (Li and Fox-Kemper, 2017).
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In winter, as the MLD is already deep at high latitudes, small im-
provements are generally south of 50°N (Figs. 4 (I) and 5(I)). Interest-
ingly, with the LF17 scheme a weak shallowing between 50 and 70° N
(region of strong convection) appears during winter, see Figs. 4 (I) and
5(I). This is probably due to shallowing by the modified unresolved
shear velocity (20) under strong convective conditions. Fig. 4 (I) dis-
plays large summer negative MLD biases between latitudes 3° S and
10° S, which can be related to the southern hemisphere winter where
the MLD deepening increases as shown by the observation in Fig. 2 (I)b
but not well captured in the Cntl run (Fig. 2 (I)d). The model is relaxed
(I) MLD bias


































































































Fig. 4. Zonal means of (I) MLD bias computed from Fig. 3, and (II) SST bias computed from Fig. 8. For each (I)&(II), (top panel) represents winter mean and (bottom
panel) is the summer mean. The subregions SubTrp, SubPlg and Nordic are, respectively, located within (south of 50°N), (50°N-63°N) and (63°N-80°N).
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to the climatology at the southern open boundary, so the difference
between this climatology and MLD observations (see Fig. 2) could also
contribute to these errors. Adding that the Langmuir mixing effect ap-
pears to slightly reduce these negative biases.
The performance of Langmuir mixing parameterizations varies
depending on regions and regimes. All the parameterizations con-
sidered in this study tend to deepen the MLD compared to the control
run (Table 2). Except with the LF17 approach, the impact in winter is
clearly much stronger than in summer (Fig. 6). In particular the para-
meterization by MS00 induces too vigorous mixing which leads to
(I) MLD RMSE



































































































Fig. 5. Same as Fig. 4, but here it shows the zonal mean of RMSE of (I) MLD and (II) SST. Note that there appear slight reductions in MLD RMSE north of 50 N during
winter with LF17 approach.
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excessive MLD increase in the winter over large regions.
Table 2 presents the MLD percentage increase averaged over the
whole region and the three subregions (see Fig. 2), and for both winter
and summer means (from three-year average). This illustrates again
that there is a clear seasonality of the influence of the Langmuir mixing
where deepening in winter is more pronounced, for instance, when
averaged over the whole domain. However, this is not the case for LF17
parameterization for which the percentage increase in MLD during
summer is larger than during winter.
The percentage increase on MLD induced by the parameterization of
LF17 at high latitude (Fig. 6) appears to be roughly close to the ranges
(15–20 %) shown by D’Asaro et al. (2014), who used a completely
different turbulence model than KPP to account for the Langmuir
mixing.
It should be observed that (in Table 2) the mean percentage MLD
deepening due to the MS00 scheme in winter on region SubPlg is more
than double that induced by Sm02 (Smyth et al., 2002), while both
MS00 and Sm02 parameterizations induce approximately an equivalent
percentage deepening on this region in summer (Fig. 6). This is due to
the inclusion of the stability effects in Sm02 scaling which works to
suppress the MLD deepening under convictive conditions which are
favorable during winter over region SubPlg. However still the winter
MLD is exaggerated with Sm02 in this region (Fig. 4 (I)). The excessive
mixing induced by the MS00 and Sm02 scalings agrees with findings by
Li et al. (2016) when adopting the same schemes in the CESM with
POP2.
Instead of applying a single enhancement factor for both the un-
resolved shear and the eddy viscosity, the VR12 and LF17 use a separate
enhancement for the unresolved shear as shown in Table 1. The high
percentage increase in winter MLD with VR12 presented in Fig. 6
MLD percentage increase
























































Fig. 6. Zonal mean of the percentage increase (%) on MLD relative to the control run Cntl in (top) winter and (bottom) summer averaged over three years, showing
how significant the impact of the Langmuir mixing induced by (a) MS00, (b) Sm02, (c) Tk10, (d) VR12 and (f) LF17 parameterizations. The subregions SubTrp,
SubPlg and Nordic are, respectively, located within (south of 50°N), (50°N-63°N) and (63°N-80°N).
Table 2
Mean percentage increase (%) in MLD when including the Langmuir mixing relative to the control run (Cntl) with no wave effects. The subregions Nordic, SubPlg and
SubTrp are depicted in Fig. 2 (ii), and WholeD refers to the whole model domain.
Scaling Winter (JFM) Summer (JAS)
Nordic SubPlg SubTrp WholeD Nordic SubPlg SubTrp WholeD
MS00 37.7 49.5 53.3 42.8 20.7 27.8 14.6 20.8
Sm02 27.4 22.3 12.6 13.6 19.1 28.9 4.2 8.8
Tk10 17.6 23.2 26.7 21.6 15.2 16.8 13.8 16.4
VR12 16.6 17.4 17.7 15.2 13.3 16.9 10.5 13.0
LF17 8.3 3.8 8.2 8.2 11.2 14.5 9.4 9.8
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Fig. 7. Time series of the mean (I) MLD bias against climatology or (Model - climatology) (II) SST bias against OSTIA SST computed from the daily-averaged data,
where the bias is spatially-averaged over the (a) whole domain WholeD, and the subregions (b) Nordic, (c) SubPlg and (d) SubTrp.
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suggests that enhancing the unresolved shear by adding the Stokes drift
term would overestimate the MLD. The consideration of the Langmuir
mixing effects on the entrainment buoyancy flux by LF17 scheme (Li
and Fox-Kemper, 2017) is found to restrain the excessive winter dee-
pening (Fig. 6) and therefore appears to be a more adequate approach
for enhancing the unresolved turbulent shear. Our results agree with
the findings by Li and Fox-Kemper (2017) who showed that their
scheme increases the MLD deepening in the southern ocean during
summer while yielding only a modest impact under strongly convective
winter conditions.
The temporal variability of the mean bias is also analyzed. As can be
seen from the mean bias time series (Fig. 7 (I)), the MLD from the
control run (Cntl, black-dash line) is always shallower than MLD from
climatology data in summer, and in all seasons in the subtropics (Fig. 7
(I)d). Nevertheless, this shallow bias is significantly decreased when
adding Langmuir turbulence mixing, with the LF17 parameterization
yielding the best overall performance (Fig. 7 (I)a), especially during
winter. In contrast, all four schemes involving the original Lat number
(MS00, Sm02, Tk10, VR12) cause excessive winter-time deepening of
the MLD averaged over the model domain.
3.2. Influence on ocean temperature
The Langmuir turbulence enhances upper-ocean mixing leading to
deepening of the MLD, and therefore has important effects on the ocean
temperature. To examine such effects on SST, model results are com-
pared against SST observations from OSTIA. The winter (JFM) and
summer (JAS) means of SST from both OSTIA and Cntl run are plotted
against each other in Fig. 2 (II). The latitudinal distribution of the
zonal-mean SST bias (Fig. 4 (II)) shows that adding Langmuir mixing
substantially reduces warm SST biases, most notably in the summer.
This is also reflected by the RMSE shown in Fig. 5 (II), which displays
no noticeable RMSE reduction in winter.
The temporal variability of the mean SST bias is presented in Fig. 7
(II), which indicates that the averaged SST from the control run Cntl
(dash-black line) is generally warmer than OSTIA SST, except for the
winter SST in the Nordic and SubPlg areas. This can be seen more
clearly in the SST error maps given in Figs. 8a. Overall, this warm bias
is reduced when including the Langmuir mixing effects with the five LT
parameterizations. In particular, the Tk10 scaling appears to sig-
nificantly reduce the mean warm bias over region SubTrp (Fig. 7 (II)(d),
purple line), however, the induced mixing appears to be too vigorous
causing underestimated SST in the SubTrp region as presented in Fig. 8
(ii)d.
In region SubPlg, the VR12 scaling outperforms others in correcting
both negative and positive mean SST biases (Fig. 7 (II)c, cyan line),
while LF17 (Li and Fox-Kemper, 2017) parameterization introduces a
bias reduction approximately similar to that induced by TK10 scaling
(Fig. 7 (II)c, red-dash and purple lines). The MS00 parameterization
induces too large cold SST biases south of 50°N, both in winter and
summer (Fig. 4 (II), red line), also shown by the mean bias map given in
Figs. 8b. Overall, the LF17 yields good reductions in the warm SST
biases without causing aggressive increase in the cold biases, for ex-
ample see the bias in region SubTrp in (Fig. 8 (ii)f).
During winter, the control run shows large positive SST bias, espe-
cially around the Gulf Stream, Labrador Current and in the south east
Atlantic, and negative biases in the middle North Atlantic (Fig. 8 (i)a).
The exception is the MS00 scaling which mixes excessively, the other
four parameterizations appear to lead to only a small impact on these
biases. Such biases are often related to the large-scale circulation fea-
tures of the model, and the mixing parameterizations cannot directly
improve their representations.
Fig. 9 shows the time series of the mean ocean heat content (down
to 700m depth) from experiments Cntl (with no wave effects) and the
five Langmuir mixing parameterizations, in addition the heat content
from CORA observation (Cabanes et al., 2013) plotted in dash-gray line.
A distinct seasonal cycle is depicted in the heat content of the ocean
with maximum in summer and minimum in winter. In general, the heat
content derived from the control run is lower than those estimated from
observations (Fig. 9, dash-black line). The LT parameterizations en-
hance the mixing of surface water with that in the interior layers
mainly, leading to a cooling of SST, and therefore indirectly increases
the air-to-ocean heat flux that elevates the ocean heat uptake. From the
beginning of the simulation, the ocean heat content starts gradually to
increase when adding LT effects relative to the control experiment Cntl
(Fig. 9), and appears to become more closer to the CORA observations.
However the increase in the heat content introduced by MS00 as well as
Tk10 parameterizations is too high, which is due to the strong en-
hancement factors associated with the two schemes as shown in Fig. 1.
It is likely that this rapid increase in the heat content could have con-
tinued in ever longer simulations.
The enhancement factor by MS00 causes vigorous mixing and with
it a significant injection of heat into the deeper layers. Conversely, it
appears that MS00 reduces the heat content excessively on the Nordic
region relative to the Cntl run (Fig. 9b, red line). Contrarily to the Sub-
tropical regions, the Nordic Seas experience a year-round influx of
warm water which lies underneath relatively cold surface water. When
more mixing brings it to the surface, it can be cooled through heat loss
to the atmosphere.
This heat loss in the Nordic region can be explained by the large
increase in the cold bias in the temperature profiles by MS00 shown in
Fig. 10 (top panels). It should be noted that there may exist an offset
between the heat content in the control case and the CORA dataset, as
seen for example in region SubTrp (Fig. 9d). The comparison to the time
series of CORA observations yields that the phase of the seasonal cycle
is late in the Cntl run, particularly in the Nordic and SubTrp regions,
though the SubPlg region seems to vary in phase (Fig. 9). None of the
different Langmuir mixing parameterizations does seem to change the
phase of the seasonal cycle, indicating that the cause of the delays must
be elsewhere.
The change in the ocean heat content due to Langmuir-induced
mixing indicates a change in the subsurface temperature profile. Fig. 10
shows that the different parameterizations generally tend to reduce the
biases at the surface, but not necessarily the biases at all depths. Other
than the winter in region SubPlg, the profiles mainly show warm near
surface biases. An explanation for improvement here can be due to the
characteristics of LT effects which mainly induce cooling of surface
layer, and hence warm near surface biases are reduced. Only in the
SubPlg region do the cold biases reduce at all depths, both in summer
and winter. Elsewhere, the sub-surface biases rather seem exacerbated
by the Langmuir parameterizations, even in the SubTrp region where
improvements were expected due to the too shallow MLD and warm
SST biases. In the SubTrp, the strong LT enhancement will cool the SST
by mixing warm surface water with relatively cold subsurface water,
and therefore contribute to warming the interior and to exacerbate
existing warm biases.
The impact due to other wave effects is examined in experiment
CSFSm02. As shown by the latitudinal distribution of the zonal-mean
bias plotted in Fig. 11 (II), adding the Coriolis-Stokes force, Stokes
tracer advection and the wave-dependent wind stress combined with
the Langmuir mixing enhancement by Sm02 in experiment CSFSm02
introduces no noticeable differences in SST biases. Similar results are
also found when computing the MLD biases (Fig. 11 (I)), suggesting that
Langmuir mixing is much more important than these wave processes.
This agrees with the results by Reichl et al. (2016a) who found, under
idealized hurricane conditions, that the Langmuir turbulence has a
much greater influence than the Coriolis-Stokes force. We have also
rerun the same experiment (CSFSm02) by including the vortex force in
the horizontal momentum (ignoring the wave-induced pressure),
however we did not find any apparent differences. The terms involving
the vorticity times Stokes drift velocities may have smaller impact than
the Coriolis-Stokes force on the basis of the scale of the horizontal grid
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(i) Winter mean (JFM): Model SST - OSTIA SST
(ii) Summer mean (JAS): Model SST - OSTIA SST
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resolution used in this study, and therefore could be one reason for such
negligible effects.
4. Discussion and concluding remarks
In this study, five different parameterizations (Table 1) of Langmuir
turbulence mixing in the North Atlantic have been investigated using
HYCOM and wave forcings from a WAVEWATCH III global hindcast
(Rascle et al., 2008; Rascle and Ardhuin, 2013). These parameteriza-
tions are proposed to enhance the turbulent vertical kinetic energy, and
hence the mixing in the ocean surface boundary layer through mod-
ification of the KPP scheme of Large et al. (1994). The impact due to the
Coriolis-Stokes force, Stokes tracer advection and wave-modified stress
in combination with the Langmuir effects have been assessed. The es-
timation of the Stokes drift profile based on the Phillips spectrum from
Breivik et al. (2016) has now been implemented in HYCOM. The
Langmuir turbulence parameterization on the boundary layer entrain-
ment by Li et al. (2016) as well as the enhanced entrainment buoyancy
flux by Li and Fox-Kemper (2017) have now been implemented in the
KPP scheme used in HYCOM.
We adopted the definition of the Langmuir turbulence number fol-
lowing McWilliams et al. (1997), as a measure of the relative impact of
the wind-driven shear to the magnitude of the Stokes drift at the sur-
face. In addition, we have also implemented and used the surface layer
averaged Langmuir number (Harcourt and D’Asaro, 2008) in the
scheme by Li and Fox-Kemper (2017). Evaluation of the model results
were made by comparison with climatologies of the mixed layer and
ocean temperature.
It is found that the parameterized Langmuir turbulence has a rapid
and significant effect on the mixed layer depth, sea surface temperature
and ocean heat content. In addition the impact is overall much stronger
in winter compared to summer, except for the parameterization that
uses the enhanced entrainment buoyancy flux and the surface layer
averaged Langmuir number, (Li and Fox-Kemper, 2017). In contrast,
the inclusion of the Coriolis-Stokes force, Stokes drift tracer advection
and the wave-dependent wind stress did not introduce noticeable dif-
ferences in the model results (Fig. 11).
The main improvements of our simulations when adding the
Langmuir mixing are exhibited with the parameterizations by Smyth
et al. (2002), Van Roekel et al. (2012) and Li and Fox-Kemper (2017),
specifically in regions and season of underpredicted MLD and over-
predicted SST. However, the winter MLD is strongly degraded with the
schemes by Smyth et al. (2002) and Van Roekel et al. (2012), which is
shown by increased RMSEs (Fig. 5). This is not the case with the
parameterization by Li and Fox-Kemper (2017) which reduces the
RMSE in summer while preforms as good as the control run (with no
wave effects) in winter.
The scaling by Takaya et al. (2010) is found to introduce substantial
improvements on SST and MLD in the subtropical region (SubTrp),
especially during summer; however it appears that the induced mixing
is too vigorous, which causes excessive warming of deep ocean layers
and lead to a rapid increase in ocean heat content (Figs. 9 and 10,
purple line). This could likely shift the model to an unstable state in
longer model runs. This strong mixing with the Takaya et al. (2010)
scheme, which is based on a VKE scaling by Grant and Belcher (2009),
can be due to that Takaya et al. (2010) did not design and test their
enhancement factor for the KPP, it was only suggested to improve the
prediction of a Skin SST model during day time.
The parameterization by McWilliams and Sullivan (2000) is found
to introduce the most vigorous mixing, which strongly degrades the
MLD on high latitude areas during winter, whereas in summer large
biases are found around the equator (Fig. 4). The scaling by McWilliams
Fig. 8. Maps of the model SST bias against OSTIA re-analysis, computed as Model SST - OSTIA SST for (i) winter (JFM) and (ii) summer (JAS) means. The figures in
(I) and (II) represent biases computed from the (a) Cntl run, and the runs with Langmuir mixing of (b) MS00 (McWilliams and Sullivan, 2000), (c) Sm02 (Smyth et al.,












































































Fig. 9. Monthly time series of the heat content [1010 J m−2] from CORA observation (dash-gray line), the control run without Langmuir mixing (dash-black line) and
the five runs with Langmuir parameterizations, computed for the whole domain (a) WholeD and the subregions (b) Nordic, (c) SubPlg and (d) SubTrp. The heat
content is calculated within 700m depth.
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and Sullivan (2000) is shown to cool the SST excessively and to warm
the deeper layers, leading to a severely exaggerated ocean heat content.
In particular, the abnormal increase in the ocean heat content in-
troduced by the scheme by McWilliams and Sullivan (2000) (Fig. 9a,
red line), if continued, would shift the model into a new climate state
which is clearly unrealistic. In the Nordic region, on the contrary, we
find a reduction of the heat content under the scaling by McWilliams
and Sullivan (2000) because the enhanced mixing exposes deep warm
waters to the surface and thereby increases the heat loss to the atmo-
sphere. Smyth et al. (2002) extended the MS00 scheme to include
stability effects to restrain the excessive mixing in destabilizing/con-
vective conditions. Fig. 6 shows that the vigorous MLD deepening
induced by McWilliams and Sullivan (2000) scheme in winter is re-
duced with scheme by Smyth et al. (2002), however this also true for
the other parameterizations.
Overall, there is a reduction of the summertime warm SST bias
when adding Langmuir mixing effects, most pronounced in the sub-
tropical region. However, with the scalings by McWilliams and Sullivan
(2000) and Takaya et al. (2010), the SST cooling is too strong which
leads to an excessive and rapid warming of the ocean interior (Fig. 10).
The schemes by Van Roekel et al. (2012) and Li and Fox-Kemper (2017)
preform best in improving SST without increasing their RMSEs. The
ocean heat content in the control run (Cntl) is found to be generally
smaller than CORA observations and is found to increase with Langmuir
























































































































Fig. 10. Mean biases in temperature profiles against observed temperature from En4 data set (Good et al., 2013), computed for the subregions, (top) Nordic, (middle)
SubPlg and (bottom) SubTrp, where (left) is winter mean and (right) summer mean. The bias is computed for the five LT mixing schemes (MS00, Sm02, Tk10, VR12
and LF17) and the control run (Cntl, black-dash line).
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mixing and hence become closer to the observations. The smaller heat
content in the control case is more pronounced in the subtropical and
sub-polar gyre regions. This may be due to insufficient vertical mixing
that reduces air-to-ocean heat fluxes, as these regions show warm SST
bias in summer.
Except Van Roekel et al. (2012) and Li and Fox-Kemper (2017), all
the other LT parameterizations apply a single enhancement factor for
the velocity scale of both the eddy diffusivity and unresolved shear
velocity. This approach is found to overestimate the winter MLD at
hight latitude (Fig. 4), and therefore it is more adequate to adopt
separate enhancements for the two processes (e.g., Reichl et al., 2016b;
Li and Fox-Kemper, 2017). Following the suggestion of Li et al. (2016),
the surface Stokes drift is added to the unresolved shear in the bulk
Richardson number (18) in the Van Roekel et al. (2012) experiment.
However, in an experiment where we left out the surface Stokes drift
from the unresolved shear (not shown) we found that its addition is
actually detrimental to the MLD bias. Similar to Li and Fox-Kemper
(2017), the modified unresolved shear velocity VtL2 (20) is found to
magnify the LT effect under weak surface cooling and presence of wind
and wave, and to restrain it under strong/pure convective conditions. In
Fig. 11. Impact of the Coriolis-Stokes force and wave dependent wind stress on (I) SST and (II) MLD. The zonal average of the bias of the control run (Cntl, black
line), the Smyth et al. (2002) Langmuir turbulence parameterization(Sm02, red line) and the combined effect of the Coriolis-Stokes force and Sm02 (CSFSm02, blue
line). In panels (I)&(II), top (bottom) represents the bias for winter (summer) means.
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addition, and because of its dependency on the ocean mixed layer, the
surface layer averaged Langmuir number becomes small (magnifying
the wave effects) during summer and large (suppressing the wave ef-
fects) during winter. This helps to constrain the winter mixing where
the enhancement factor (21) approaches one, for example in deep
convection regions such as the Labrador sea. Moreover, the surface
layer averaged Langmuir number is better in capturing the effects from
different wavelength and accurately predicts the value of the vertical
turbulent kinetic energy (Harcourt and D’Asaro, 2008). Therefore,
consideration of the Stokes penetration depth, hence the surface layer
averaged Langmuir number (Harcourt and D’Asaro, 2008) and the
stability Li and Fox-Kemper (2017) in the parameterized LT effects are
important in restraining the excessive LT mixing, specially during
winter.
Our results with respect to the impact with the scaling by
McWilliams and Sullivan (2000) agree with findings in similar studies
focused on global, climate time scale investigation of the impact of
parameterized Langmuir turbulence on the boundary layer mixing such
as Fan and Griffies (2014) and Li et al. (2016). Fan and Griffies (2014)
argued that the too strong influence by the McWilliams and Sullivan
(2000) scaling exaggerates the wave-induced turbulent mixing in
weakly stratified winter conditions, and underestimates the mixing in
stably stratified summer conditions. Therefore their choice was the
Smyth et al. (2002) scheme finding it to perform better than MS00 for
CM2M with improvement in winter MLD around Labrador Seas.
It is worth noting that Li et al. (2016) reported a very high com-
putational cost when using online wave-ocean coupling (36% increase
in computer time). Like Li et al. (2017), our study demonstrates that off-
line wave-ocean coupling, if wave forcing is available, can be an af-
fordable approach to account for the Langmuir turbulence mixing and
still introducing similar impacts.
The model control run without wave effects tends to exhibit both
too shallow and too deep wintertime mixed layers at high latitudes, but
the summertime MLD is almost everywhere underestimated. The LF17
parameterization yields the best performance in reducing these biases
without degrading the existing MLD and SST results. There is probably
still room for more improvement, for example the summertime
Langmuir mixing is not strong enough to sufficiently deepen the mixed
layer in the subtropical Atlantic ocean (30°N and 40°N). As shown in
Fig. 10 in Reichl et al. (2016b), it is possible to increase the impact of LT
mixing by considering the enhancement factor (21), but without taking
the square root. It should be noted that the large biases in the control
run (without wave mixing) cannot be attributed to missing LT effects.
These shortcomings can be due to other physical processes that affect
the mixing in the ocean boundary layer, as well as errors in the air-sea
fluxes.
The comparisons of the different schemes are always consistent
from one year to another. Moreover, the three years of simulation of the
North Atlantic have experienced a wide variety of combinations of
wave regimes and low/high heating of the ocean. The comparison of
the temperature (SST and profiles) are made for the same three-year
period as the observations, not from climatology. However, it would
probably be interesting to extend the integration time and investigate
the long-term impact.
Future work could couple the Langmuir mixing with re-stratification
effects such as parameterization of meso- and sub-mesoscale eddies in
the ocean boundary layer (Fox-Kemper et al., 2011). To reduce the
excessive mixing in the control case Cntl, one may also consider ad-
justing the critical Richardson number, as it might have already been
tuned to implicitly account for wave effects (Reichl et al., 2016b).
Treating the latter as a free tuning parameter, a more fair comparison
would have been achieved by adjusting a different value for each LT
parameterization so that their median enhancement factor is equal. A
more accurate assessment of the performance of LT parameterizations
would also benefit from a different criterion for determining the MLD.
As reported by Noh et al. (2016) and Ok et al. (2017), the comparison of
MLD diagnosed with the density threshold of 0.03 kgm−3 induces
spurious errors at high latitudes during winter due to the different
characteristics of the vertical density structures. Another potential ex-
tension would be to consider the LT parameterization by Reichl et al.
(2016b), where two separate enhancement factors were suggested (in-
cluding a dependency on the smooth function G(z/h)) for the velocity
scale and the unresolved shear, which were derived using LES simula-
tions under tropical cyclone conditions.
Further improvement can probably be achieved by including more
wave parameters in the Langmuir turbulence parameterization such as
the miss-alignment between the wind and wave directions (Van Roekel
et al., 2012; McWilliams et al., 2014; Li et al., 2016). In this work, these
effects have been neglected in Eqs. (17), (19) and (21).
McWilliams et al. (2014) and Reichl et al. (2016b) have shown the
importance of including the Lagrangian shear in the parameterization
of the turbulent momentum fluxes with LT. This is not considered here.
The Lagrangian shear primarily affects the parameterization of the
turbulent momentum flux in two ways. First by better aligning with the
direction of the turbulent stress than when only using the Eulerian
shear. This is however not an issue for us as KPP always imposes a
current shear in the direction of the turbulent stress. The second effect
is that the down-gradient mixing associated with Stokes drift shear will
change the near surface Eulerian current, which may partially counter
the Stokes advection term.
It is also supported by Sinha et al. (2015) who followed Teixeira
(2012) and developed an LT parameterization for KPP that includes
enhanced velocity scaling, non-local transport for momentum and local
down-Stokes gradient mixing; which they have shown to give good
results for full-depth Langmuir circulation in shallow water. Their re-
sults warrant future consideration of this parameterization in deep
water. Another potentially important wave effect that can be in-
vestigated is a contribution of the Stokes shear force in the vertical
momentum termed wavy hydrostatic by Suzuki and Fox-Kemper
(2016). However, we expect departures from hydrostasy to be small in
our model setup since the wavy hydrostatic Eq. (14) by Suzuki and Fox-
Kemper (2016) differs from the hydrostatic equation by a term which
scales with the Rossby number, which is small for basin scales.
We have performed a sensitivity study of the impact of several
competing Langmuir parameterizations in a realistic basin-scale ocean
model. The study provides upper and lower bounds on the impact that
can be expected from including Langmuir parameterizations in KPP-
type turbulence schemes. As expected, the MS00 parameterization is
too strong, and indeed MS00 noted that the lack of a stability depen-
dence would limit the usefulness of the parameterization in real set-
tings. Overall the LT parameterizations exhibit a stronger impact in
winter relative to summer, except the scheme by LF17 which induces
summertime mixing stronger than that during winter, thus reducing
summer temperature biases without degrading the winter SST. LF17 (Li
and Fox-Kemper, 2017) thus stands out as the best-performing para-
meterization of the ones tested with this model setup and the only one
which improves the overall biases compared with the model control
run.
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